Immobilization of cells and enzymes to LentiKats®.
Biocatalyst immobilization is one of the techniques, which can improve whole cells or enzyme applications. This method, based on the fixation of the biocatalyst into or onto various materials, may increase robustness of the biocatalyst, allows its reuse, or improves the product yield. In recent decades, a number of immobilization techniques have been developed. They can be divided according to the used natural or synthetic material and principle of biocatalyst fixation in the particle. One option, based on the entrapment of cells or enzymes into a synthetic polyvinyl alcohol lens with original shape, is LentiKats® immobilization. This review describes the preparation principle of these particles and summarizes existing successful LentiKats® immobilizations. In addition, examples are compared with other immobilization techniques or free biocatalysts, pointing to the advantages and disadvantages of LentiKats®.